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A Control Strategy for Hybrid Power Filter to
Compensate Four-Wires Three-Phase Systems

Patricio Salmerón and Salvador P. Litrán

Abstract—A control algorithm is proposed for a three-phase hy-
brid power filter constituted by a series active filter and a shunt
passive filter. The control strategy is based on the dual formulation
of the compensation system principles. It is applied by consider-
ing a balanced and resistive load as ideal load, so that the voltage
waveform injected by the active filter is able to compensate the
reactive power, to eliminate harmonics of the load current and to
balance asymmetrical loads. This strategy improves the passive
filter compensation characteristics without depending on the sys-
tem impedance, and avoiding the series/shunt resonance problems,
since the set load-filter would present resistive behavior. An ex-
perimental prototype was developed and experimental results are
presented.

Index Terms—Active power filters (APFs), harmonics, hybrid
filters, instantaneous reactive power, power quality.

I. INTRODUCTION

MANY SOCIAL and economic activities depend on elec-
trical energy quality and efficiency. Both industrial and

commercial users are interested in guaranteeing the electrical
waveform quality, which supplies their different systems. The
nonlinear load can generate current harmonics and/or voltage
harmonics, which makes worse the power quality. Therefore,
these harmonics must be mitigating. In order to achieve this,
series or parallel configurations or combinations of active and
passive filters have been proposed depending on the application
type [1], [2].

Traditionally, a passive LC power filter is used to eliminate
current harmonics when it is connected in parallel with the load
[3], [4]. This compensation equipment has some drawbacks [5]
mainly related to the appearance of series or parallel resonances
because of which the passive filter cannot provide a complete
solution.

Since the beginning of the 1980s, active power filters (APFs)
have become one of the most habitual compensation methods.
A usual APF consists of a three-phase pulsewidth modulation
(PWM) voltage source inverter. The APF can be connected
either in parallel or in series with the load. The first one is
especially appropriate for the mitigation of harmonics of the
loads called harmonic current source. In contrast, the series
configuration is suitable for the compensation of loads called
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harmonic voltage source. The shunt connection APF is the most
studied topology [6]–[10]. However, the costs of shunt active
filters are relatively high for large-scale system and are difficult
to use in high-voltage grids. In addition, their compensating
performance is better in the harmonic current source load type
than in the harmonic voltage source load type [10].

Another solution for the harmonic problem is to adopt a hy-
brid APF [11]–[18]. The hybrid topologies aim is to enhance the
passive filter performance and power-rating reduction of the ac-
tive filter. Two configurations have been mainly proposed: active
filter connected in series with a shunt passive filter and series
active filter combined with shunt passive filter. Both topologies
are useful to compensate harmonic current source load type.
However, when the load also generates voltage harmonics, the
second topology is the most appropriate.

In this paper, the topology used is series active filter com-
bined with shunt passive filter. For this configuration, differ-
ent techniques have been applied to obtain the control signal
for the APF [12]–[18]. The control target most used is that
provides high impedance for the harmonics while providing
zero impedance for the fundamental harmonic. This strategy
is achieved when the APF generates a voltage proportional to
the source current harmonics [12], [13]. With this control algo-
rithm, the elimination of series and/or parallel resonances with
the rest of the system is possible. The active filter can avoid that
the passive filter becomes a harmonics drain of the close loads.
Besides, it can prevent the compensation features from its de-
pendence on the system impedance. From the theoretical point
of view, the ideal situation would be that the proportionality
constant k between the active filter output voltage and source
current harmonics had a high value, at the limit it would be an
infinite value. However, this would mean that the control objec-
tive was impossible to achieve. The chosen k value is usually
small. It avoids high power active filters. However, the choice
of the appropriate k value is an unsolved question, since it is
related to the passive filter and the source impedance values.
Besides, this strategy is not suitable to be used in systems with
variable loads because the passive filter reactive power is con-
stant, and therefore, the set compensation equipment and load
has a variable power factor.

In another proposed control technique the APF generates a
voltage waveform similar to the voltage harmonics at the load
side, but in opposition [15]. This strategy only prevents the
parallel passive filter depending on the source impedance; the
other limitations of the passive filter nevertheless remain.

Other control strategies combining both the aforementioned
have been proposed to improve the parallel passive filter com-
pensation characteristics [11], but they go on suffering the dif-
ficulty of finding an appropriate value for the APF gain k.
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Finally, another approach has recently been proposed [16]. It
suggests that the active filter generates a voltage, which com-
pensates the passive filter and load reactive power, so it allows
the current harmonics to be eliminated. The calculation algo-
rithm is based on the instantaneous reactive power theory [19],
[22]. There, the control target is to achieve constant power in
the source side.

All presented strategies are applied to a three-phase three-
wire system with balanced load.

In this paper, a control strategy based on the dual approach of
the compensation principles is proposed, [21]. It is applied by
considering a balanced and resistive load as ideal load. Thus, the
determined reference voltage is obtained to attain the objective
of achieving ideal behavior for the set hybrid filter load. With
this strategy is possible to improve the passive filter compensa-
tion characteristics without depending on the system impedance,
since the set load filter would present resistive behavior. It also
avoids the danger that the passive filter behaves as a harmonic
drain of close loads, and likewise, the risk of possible series
and/or parallel resonances with the rest of the system. In addi-
tion, the compensation is also possible with variable loads, not
affecting the possible the passive filter detuning. This strategy
achieves unity power factor when the supply voltage is balanced
sinusoidal. The system compensation can be applied to non-
linear load, both harmonic current source loads and harmonic
voltage source loads.

The control strategy was applied to a three-phase four-wire
system. An experimental prototype was manufactured and its
behavior checked. Experimental results are also presented.

II. REFERENCE COMPENSATION VOLTAGE

A. Proposed Control Strategy

Electrical companies try to generate electrical power with si-
nusoidal and balanced voltages and it has been obtained as a
reference condition in the supply. Due to this fact, the compen-
sation target is based on an ideal reference load, which must be
resistive, balanced, and linear. It means that the source currents
are collinear to the supply voltages and the system will have
unity power factor. Therefore, at the point of common coupling
(PCC), the following expression will be satisfied:

v = Re i. (1)

Here, Re is the equivalent resistance, v is the voltage vector
on the connection point, and i is the supply current vector.

Fig. 1 shows the configuration active filter connected in series
with passive filter connected in shunt with the load.

In low voltage distribution systems, there is usually the pres-
ence of single-phase loads. That produces severe unbalance volt-
ages and currents in the system. For this reason, even if the
voltage source is balanced, the PCC voltage cannot be balanced
due to the presence of unbalanced three-phase loads and/or
single-phase loads. A compensating system will have to avoid
the propagation of the voltage imbalance from the PCC to other
consumers.

Fig. 1. Scheme of series active filter combined with shunt passive filter.

Fig. 2. Three-phase four-wire system.

In a three-phase system as in Fig. 2, the voltage and current
vectors can be defined by

v = [ va vb vc ]T i = [ ia ib ic ]T . (2)

When the load currents are unbalanced and nonsinusoidal,
a balanced resistive load can be considered the ideal reference
load. For the ideal load, the source current vector will be bal-
anced and sinusoidal. The balanced current from (2) can be
obtained applying the Fortescue transformation, defined by the
following expression:

 i0

i+

i−
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1
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 1 1 1
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 . (3)

where a = ej 120 and zero-, positive-, and negative-sequence
components are denoted by superscripts 0, +, and –,
respectively.

The fundamental harmonic of the positive-sequence compo-
nent i+ , can be calculated applying the following relations:
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where I+
1 denote the rms value of the fundamental harmonic of

i+ , ϕ is its initial phase, and ω is the fundamental frequency.
The instantaneous value is given by the addition of (4) and

(5), and multiplying (4) by sin ωt and (5) by cos ωt, i.e.,

i+1 = I+
1

√
2 (cos ϕ sin ωt + sinϕ cos ωt) . (6)
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With the inverse transformation, the ideal source current vec-
tor is obtained, which will be balanced and free of harmonics

i+
1 =




i+1a

i+1b

i+1c


 =
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1 a2 a
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0

i+1

0


 . (7)

The active power supplied by the source will be

PS = I+2
1 Re. (8)

where I+2
1 is the norm of the positive-sequence fundamental

component of the current vector [21], [22]. This norm is defined
by

I+2
1 =

1
T

∫ T

0 ′

(
i+T
1 i+

1

)
dt. (9)

The compensator instantaneous power is difference between
the total real instantaneous power required by the load (pL ) and
the instantaneous power supplied by the source (pS ), i.e.,

pC = pL − pS . (10)

When the average values are calculated in this equation and
taking into account that the active power exchanged by the
compensator has to be null, (10) can be rewritten as follows:

0 =
1
T

∫
pLdt − I+2

1 Re. (11)

Therefore, the equivalent resistance can be calculated by

Re =
1/T

∫
pLdt

I+2
1

=
PL

I+2
1

(12)

PL is the load average power.
The aim is that the compensation equipment and load have

ideal behavior from the PCC. The upstream voltage of the active
filter can be calculated as follows:

vPCC =
PL

I+2
1

i. (13)

where i is the source current vector. Thus, the reference signal
for the output voltage of the active filter is as follows:

v∗
C = vPCC − vL =

PL

I+2
1

i − vL. (14)

That is, when the active filter generates this compensation
voltage, the set load and compensation equipment will behave
as a resistor with a Re value.

B. Comparison Between Resistive Load and Synchronous Ref-
erence Frame Methods

The synchronous reference frame (SRF) based control has
been widely accepted by industrial sectors. Thus, some series
active filter control schemes use techniques based on the SRF
to extract the fundamental or harmonics component [24]. This
method extracts the fundamental component without introduc-
ing any time delay at the steady state. However, this technique
included generally a phase locked loop (PLL) in the detection
system. It has good results when the current supply is balanced

TABLE I
CURRENT THD (%) FROM COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE

TWO CONTROL METHODS

Fig. 3. Reference voltage calculation.

and includes low-order harmonics. The PLL usually has small
bandwidth to reduce the effect of the high-frequency harmonics.
This causes a poor dynamic response and an error in the detected
magnitude. When the system is unbalanced, these errors affect
to the fundamental component calculations.

In this section, a comparative analysis between proposed RL
method and the SRF-based control is realized. The compensa-
tion system consists of combined filter constituted by an APF
series and a parallel passive filter with two branch tuned to the
fifth and seventh harmonics. Two control voltages have been
implemented. One has been obtained by means of the proposed
method in this paper; the other one has been obtained using the
expression

vch = kish . (15)

where ish is the source current harmonics drawn from the utility.
The current harmonics has been extracted using the SRF method.

Two nonlinear loads have been chosen: a balanced load and
the another unbalanced load. Supply voltages with different
frequencies 50 and 49 Hz, were applied to the loads. It was sim-
ulated with MATLAB-Simulink and total harmonic distortion
(THD) results are presented in Table I. The SRF use a PLL to
obtain the network frequency, however, the frequency in the RL
method is fixed to 50 Hz in both cases.

The two techniques present a good behavior when a change
in the frequency of the supply voltage takes place. When the
load is balanced, the current THD are similar, however, when
the load is unbalanced the SRF method present a current THD
higher than the method RL proposed in this paper.

III. CONTROL SCHEME

A. Circuit Configuration

The control scheme used to calculate the active filter com-
pensation voltage is shown in Fig. 3. It was implemented in
MATLAB-Simulink. The toolbox real-time workshop (RTW)
together with the real-time interface (RTI) from dSPACE
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Fig. 4. Direct-sequence component calculation.

Fig. 5. Fundamental component calculation.

generates the code to program the control board. It let a rapid
prototype of the control system presented and explained in
Section IV.

The voltage vector at the load side and the source current
vectors are the input signals. Fig. 8 shows the location of mea-
surement sensors. The product of these vectors allows the in-
stantaneous real power to be calculated, obtaining its average
value with a low-pass filter (LPF). The LPFs are implemented
with a Simulink block. This block is the model of a second-order
filter, where the cutoff frequency was fixed to 100 Hz and the
damping factor to 0.707. It let to reach a settling time of 8 ms.

The load average power PL is divided by the norm of
the current-positive-sequence fundamental component. For this,
the positive-sequence component is calculated by means of the
block “direct-sequence component,” where the Fortescue in-
stantaneous transformation is applied. i.e.,

i+ =
1
3

(
ia + aib + a2ic

)
. (16)

Here, the a operator is defined by

a = ej2π/3 . (17)

It means a 120◦ phase shift. Fig. 4 shows the calculation
scheme to determine the direct-sequence component. ALPF is
an all-pass filter, implemented by means of Simulink transfer
function block, it is defined by

F (s) =
s − 181.4
s + 181.4

. (18)

The filter introduces a 60◦ delay at fundamental frequency,
therefore, the a operator is achieved connecting two ALPF in
cascade and a2 inverting the input in the filter.

The fundamental component is obtained by means of a block
with the scheme shown in Fig. 5. Each component of the source
current vector is multiplied by sin ωt and cos ωt, where ω is the
fundamental frequency in radian/second. The average values of

Fig. 6. Fortescue inverse transformation

the results are obtained using two LPFs. They are multiplied
by sin ωt and cos ωt again, and then, by 2. This allows the
fundamental harmonic of current direct-sequence component to
be obtained.

The current fundamental component calculation could be af-
fected when the source frequency changes. Simulations with
MATLAB-Simulink for ±2% frequency variations have been
performed. In the worse case, it makes an error in the calcula-
tion of a 0.01%. In addition, it is necessary to consider that IEC
50160 establishes that the frequency must remain within rank
50 ± 1%. Therefore, any solution for the synchronization has
not included. All the experimental results have been carried out
with a 50 Hz source.

The Fortescue inverse transformation allows current vector
of direct-sequence fundamental component to be obtained. It is
calculated by means of

�i
+
1 = [ i+1a i+1b i+1c ]T = [ i+1a a2i+1a ai+1a ]T . (19)

which are the waveforms of the direct-sequence component of
the current fundamental component. The calculation scheme is
shown in Fig. 6.

The norm of the positive-sequence fundamental component of
the current vector is defined by (9), however, when the current
vector is sinusoidal and balanced, it can be calculated by the
expression

I+2
1 = i+2

1a + i+2
1b + i+2

1c . (20)

Since i+1a , i+1b , and i+1c have the same rms value and each phase
shifted by an angle of 120◦. This is implemented by the block
“instant norm” in the Fig. 3.

The equivalent resistance is determined by the division be-
tween load average power and square norm of the positive-
sequence fundamental component. The result is multiplied by
the source current vector and the reference voltage is calculated,
according to (14).

In the system, as shown in Fig. 8, there are two 2200 µF
capacitors at the inverter dc side. The losses in the inverter
can reduce and unbalance the capacitor voltages, therefore, the
control scheme must include a loop with proportional-integral
(PI) controller to ensure the capacitor voltages to remain con-
stant [16] at the inverter dc side. Fig. 7 shows this control loop
and the PWM generator. Here, VRef is the reference voltage to
remain in the capacitors; Vdc+ and Vdc− are the measured volt-
age. The difference between the reference value of the dc-link
voltage and the monitored dc-link voltages serves as an input
signal to the PI controller. The output controller is multiplied by
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Fig. 7. Control dc-link and PWM generator scheme.

Fig. 8. Series APF and passive filter topology.

current direct-sequence fundamental component vector, which
is added with the voltage v∗

C . It corrects the reference voltage
calculated by means of (14). The modulation technique must
be chosen according to the designed application. For APF use,
the most important criterion could be a fast response, because
the shape of the reference to be followed is very sharp in certain
regions and very flat in other regions. On the other hand, it is
very important to reduce high harmonics generated by the APF
when it is designed to reduce the load distortion. For it, a hys-
teresis band control was developed. The insulated gate bipolar
transistor (IGBT) gating signals are generated, comparing the
reference signal with the inverter output voltage by considering
a hysteresis band. This method switches the transistor when the
error exceeds a fixed magnitude: the hysteresis band. Therefore,
the switching frequency is variable, although in our design, this
frequency is limited to 20 kHz, not to reach the IGBTs maximum
switching frequency.

In Fig. 8(a) four-wire system is considered. In four-wire in-
verter, if the neutral conductor is connected to the dc bus mid-
point, each leg can be controlled separately. This avoids that the
current error can reach the double of the hysteresis band.

B. Stability Analysis

Fig. 9 shows an equivalent single-phase circuit of the sys-
tem considering current and voltage harmonics. Here, VS is the
supply voltage, ZS is the source impedance, ZF is the passive
filter impedance, and the nonlinear load is modeled by a current

Fig. 9. Equivalent single-phase circuit.

Fig. 10. Block diagram of the system.

source. In the equivalent circuit, the controlled voltage source
represents the APF.

From the equivalent circuit, it is obtained

IS =
VS + (ZF − Re) IS

ZS + ZF
. (21)

With respect to the performance of the compensation, the
system behaves like a closed-loop control system. Therefore,
the analysis in the s domain could be developed with the help of
the blocks diagram shown in Fig. 10. The transfer function G(s)
contains the impedances ZF and ZS , and the feedback block
H(s), includes the impedance ZF and the equivalent resistance
Re , defined according to (12). For the sake of simplicity, the
overall delay time of the control circuit τ is considered, thus the
block with ejsτ lets model the delay mainly due to the ALPFs.

The Nyquist criterion to analyze the stability of system is con-
sidered. Phase margin (Pm) is an effective index in addressing
relative stability and dynamic performance. If the open-loop fre-
quency response is relatively smooth in the gain/Pm region, the
larger the Pm, the less the overshoot in the closed-loop step re-
sponse. However, if Pm < 0, the closed-loop system is unstable.
The open-loop transfer in Fig. 10 is given by

GH(s)e−sτ . (22)

This criterion is applied to experimental prototype presented
in Section IV. It is considered a τ = 50 µs, which is the sample
time in the control cards. It is possible to represent the equivalent
resistance versus Pm, which let obtain the Re values that do the
stable system. Fig. 11 shows that the system is stable when
Re < 62.1 Ω. Therefore, from the stability point of view, the
experimental prototype is valid for these systems that fulfill this
condition. In Section IV, the practical case corresponds to Re

values between 11 and 12 Ω. In the same Section IV appears the
resulting waveform of a step change in the load.
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Fig. 11. Equivalent resistance versus Pm.

TABLE II
PASSIVE ELEMENT VALUES

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental prototype has been developed. The power
circuit is a three-phase system supplied by a sinusoidal balanced
three-phase 100 V source and 50 Hz frequency with a source
inductance of 2.8 mH and a source resistance of 1.8 Ω. The
inverter consists of an IGBT three-legs bridge. It is a Semikron
SKM50GB123-type IGBT bridge. Two 2200 µF capacitors are
connected at the dc side. The reference voltage at the capacitors
is 100 V. A small-rated passive filter LC has been included to
eliminate the switching ripples at the inverter output. The se-
lection criteria for ripple filter have been the following [13]: for
low-frequency components, the inverter output voltage must be
almost equal to voltage across Crf . However, for high-frequency
components, the dropped voltage in Lrf must be higher than in
capacitor Crf . Furthermore, Lrf and Crf values must be selected
to not exceed the transformer burden. Therefore, the following
design criteria must be satisfied.

1) XC r f � LC r f , to ensure that inverter output voltage drops
across Lrf at the switching frequency.

2) XC r f � ZS + ZF , to ensure that voltage divider is be-
tween Lrf and Crf , where ZS is the source impedance and
ZF is the shunt passive filter, reflected by the secondary
winding.

At 20-kHz switching frequency, ZS = 728 Ω, ZF = 565 Ω,
XC r f = 0.16 Ω, and XL r f = 1696 Ω. Table II includes their
values.

The set inverter and ripple filter is matched to the power
system by means of three single-phase transformers with a turn
ratio of 1:1 to ensure galvanic isolation.

The passive filter is constituted by two LC branches tuned to
the fifth and seventh harmonics; element values are included in
Table II.

Fig. 12. Source currents, system without compensating 4 A/div. 5 ms/div.

The control strategy was implemented in a control and general
application data acquisition cards compatible with MATLAB-
Simulink and developed by dSPACE.

dSPACE RTI together with Mathworks RTW automatically
generate real-time code. It allows the processor board to be pro-
grammed and I/O boards to be selected. It is based on the DS
1005 PPC placed in a dSPACE expansion box. The input board
was the dSPACE DS 2004 A/D and the output board the DS
51001 DWO. The control board has a PowerPC 750GX proces-
sor running at 1 GHz. For developed experimental prototype,
the sampling rate is limited to 50 µs in order to avoid overrun
errors.

Shorts circuits in power distribution systems generate large
currents that flow through the power lines, until the circuit
breaker operates for clearing the fault. The power system equip-
ment, such as power transformers, cables, buses, etc., are de-
signed to withstand short circuit current during at least ten cy-
cles, the series active filter may suffer severe damage during
this short time. The withstand capability of the series APF de-
pends mainly on the inverter power semiconductor character-
istics. Therefore, a protection circuit must be included in the
system. An interesting protection scheme is proposed in [25].

The nonlinear unbalanced load consists of three single-phase
uncontrolled rectifiers with an inductor and a resistor connected
in parallel at the dc side. The inductor is the same for the three
phases 55 mH. However, the resistor was different for each
phase; it was 8.3 Ω for phase a, 12.5 Ω for phase b, and 16.6 Ω
for phase c. Fig. 12 shows the three source currents without
compensation equipment. The currents are distorted and unbal-
anced. A three-phase power quality meters Fluke 434, was used
to measure the THD, harmonics, and powers. The measured
rms values for phase a, b, and c are 8.7, 6.1, and 5.0 A, and the
current THD 28.5%, 27.6%, and 25.6%. The power factors are
0.91, 0.91, and 0.92 for each phase. Table III summarizes some
measures.

The neutral current is shown in Fig. 13. The rms value is
5.4 A. The fundamental harmonic rms value is 3.3 A and the
third harmonic is 4.1 A. They are most significant harmonics
(see Table III).

Fig. 14 shows the source current in phase a, b, and c when
the passive filter is connected. The rms values are similar to
previous case, they are 8.6, 6.1, and 5.0 A. However, the THD
values have risen to 34.9%, 32.4%, and 28.9%. Although the
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TABLE III
MEASURED VALUE BEFORE AND AFTER THE COMPENSATION

Fig. 13. Neutral current without compensating 10 A/div. 5 ms/div.

Fig. 14. Source currents, system with passive filter 4 A/div. 5 ms/div.

fifth and seventh harmonic is lower than previous situation,
the third harmonics has gone up. It is due to the presence of
this harmonic in the voltage at the PCC, which let to flow this
component through the passive filter.

Fig. 15. Neutral current with passive filter 10 A/div. 5 ms/div.

With the passive filter, the neutral current has 6.7 A rms value,
being the fundamental component of 3.3 A, the same value that
without passive filter and the third harmonic of 5.8 A. Fig. 15
shows the neutral current waveform.

Fig. 16 shows the source currents when the active filter is
connected, then the source currents waveforms are sinusoidal
and balanced, which is the aim of the control strategy. The power
factor measured is practically the unit for the three phases. The
rms values are 5.7, 5.6, and 5.7 A. There is a slight unbalance due
to outliers in the measured sensors and modulation technique.
The current THD are reduced to 2.6%, 2.6%, and 2.9%.

The neutral current is shown in Fig. 17. When active and
passive filter are connected, the rms value is reduced to 0.5 A.
The fundamental component is reduced to 0.3 A and the third
harmonic to 0.4 A.

Fig. 18 shows the joint voltage and current of the a phase.
They are practically sinusoidal and in phase. It demonstrates
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Fig. 16. Source currents, with passive and active filter 4 A/div. 5 ms/div.

Fig. 17. Neutral current with passive and active filter 4 A/div. 5 ms/div.

Fig. 18. Voltage and current at the PCC, a phase. Voltage 48 V/div and current
10 A/div. 5 ms/div.

the resistive behavior of the set compensation equipment load.
Similar results are obtained to the b and c phase.

Table III summarizes the most important results. Harmonics,
THD, powers, and power factors are included. The last columns
show the active, reactive, apparent powers, and power factor
per phase. The last column of Table III indicates the capacity
of the APF series to obtain the harmonic filtering and the load
balancing. An important part of the APF capacity is to correct
load imbalance.

Finally, to verify the system dynamic response, a step change
in the load has been experienced and the current waveform
is recorded. Fig. 19 shows the response of the supply current
when the resistance at the dc side of the single-phase recti-
fier connected in phase c changes from 16.6 to 9.1 Ω. When
the full compensation equipment, active and passive filters, are

Fig. 19. Dynamic response of the source current of the compensated system
4 A/div. 50 ms/div.

connected to the system, the response time is about 3 cycles,
what let verify the robustness of the control proposed in this
condition.

The passive LC filters are unusually installed in low voltage,
three-phase four-wire distribution system because LC filters tend
to decrease the power factor, especially when the load have high
distortion factor. This paper proposes a fifth and seventh tuned
filter. Such design could leads to severe third harmonic volt-
age distortion because single-phase nonlinear loads produce
significant third harmonic current. The resonance of the line
impedance and the passive filters may be easily excited. As
Table III shows, it is avoided with the active filter. When the
active filter is offline due to malfunction or maintenance could
appear this problem if the passive LC filter keeps online. The
compensation equipment includes the active and passive filters;
therefore, its disconnection is referred to the compensation sys-
tem as a whole.

V. CONCLUSION

A novel control strategy based on the dual formulation of
compensation system principles is proposed. It is applied by
considering a balanced and resistive load as ideal load. Thus, the
determined reference voltage is obtained to attain the objective
of achieving ideal behavior for the set hybrid filter load. With
this strategy is possible to improve the passive filter compensa-
tion characteristics without depending on the system impedance,
since the set load filter would present resistive behavior. It also
avoids the danger that the passive filter behaves as a harmonic
drain of close loads, and likewise, the risk of possible series
and/or parallel resonances with the rest of the system. In addi-
tion, the compensation is also possible with variable loads, not
affecting the possible passive filter detuning.

The control strategy was applied to a three-phase four-wire
system. An experimental prototype was manufactured and its
behavior checked. Experimental results are also presented. It
allows the verification of the developed theoretical analysis.
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